Almost everybody wants everything without the struggle or effort that itself is life's own reward. Such is the visible world around us.

We live in a hyper-accelerated world where most of us have been convinced that the future is all that matters and the past is just history. Sadly, I must disagree. There are far too many important elements buried in the past than we could ever imagine in a million years. To explain, let me introduce one simple idea.

The Second Amendment to the United States constitution states: "A well regulated militia being necessary to the defense of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed." It was adopted on December 15, 1791, as part of the Bill of Rights. I feel sad to have to explain this to you, my friends, but freedom rises out of the barrel of gun.

Now, I could explain how the 2nd Amendment relates to the 1st Amendment but if that is not obvious to you then I suggest you stop reading now.

It can hardly be debated two of the most important studies of culture, society and control are Adam Smith's: The Wealth of Nations (1776) and Carroll Quigley's: Tragedy and Hope (1966). What makes these bibles of our world understanding so important is that they both agree on one point. When the access to implements of force in the people is equal to that of their Governors then the people are free. The clarity of this situation, to the studied mind, is without question.

If it matters to you, Adam Smith was a Scottish economist and moral philosopher and his book 'Wealth of Nations' offers one of the world's first collected descriptions of what builds nations' wealth and is today a fundamental work in classical economics. Meanwhile, Quigley was an American historian and theorist of the evolution of civilizations. He is noted for his teaching work as a professor at Georgetown University, for his academic publications, and for his research on non-government organisations.

There are many kinds of war in society: social, psychological, economic, territorial, scientific, informational, physical, and even personal. But in this article I will focus on the physical elements as they underpin all of the others. In short, all citizens should be trained in self-defense and then armed, old and young, rich and poor, able and disabled, whatever their belief or opinion, this is the only way that balance can be applied within our world. Otherwise, society shall slide slowly back into a new dark age.

I shall now present my evidence to support this case:

(These links are external and may cease to work at any time)

(001) Tragedy & Hope by Carroll Quigley (Book)

http://www.wanttoknow.info/war/tragedy_and_hope_quigley_full1090pg.pdf

(002) The Wealth of Nations by Adam Smith (Book)
http://political-economy.com/wealth-of-nations-adam-smith/

(003) The Failed Experiment: Gun Control Study (PDF)
www.gunsandcrime.org-faildxprmt.pdf

(004) There he goes: Obama begins expected assault on gun rights (Article)
https://a4cgr.wordpress.com/2009/03/15/011-6/

(005) The UN Gun Control Treaty Is Bad for Gun Owners Everywhere by Chuck Norris (Article)
http://gds44.wordpress.com/2012/09/18/the-un-gun-control-treaty-is-bad-for-gun-owners-everywhere-chuck-

(006) The Idiocy of Gun Control: 3 Killed by a Knife Attacker on a ‘Gun-Free’ Campus (Article)
http://dustinstockton.com/2012/12/the-idiocy-of-gun-control-3-killed-by-a-knife-wielding-attacker-on-a-gun-fre

(007) Rapper Ice-T on US Gun Control (Video)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Gwlbyp4xBU

(008) Articles Just for Skeptics (Article) +
http://gunowners.org/just-for-skeptics.htm

(009) John Lott: More Guns = Less Crime (Presentation)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFbAj-75R-A

(010) Ted Nugent Talks about Gun Control (Video Interview)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oUIXH9DeCRU

(011) Gun Control is Evil and always ends in DEMOCIDE! (Video)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEVEd5ZYyT4

(012) Myth: Gun Control Reduces Crime (John Stossel on ABC)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_YTM_eAWnQ
(013) Stalin's Gun Control Methods (Video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dV1aYxCzepl

(014) Why Switzerland Has The Lowest Crime Rate In The World (Video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6nf1OgV449g

(015) Pensioner shoots at armed robbers in Florida (Video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=0BJgL2yXAJY

(016) 260 Million Unarmed Civilians Killed by Government in the 20th Century (Video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hlAX0g5es8

(017) Firearms offences more than double since Dunblane (Article)

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1450338/Firearms-offences-more-than-double-since-Dunblane.htm

(018) Facebook bans Ghandi Quote (Thought Crime)

http://www.naturalnews.com/038484_Gandhi_quote_Facebook_censorship.html

(019) Cold Hard Facts On Gun Bans: “The Cost Of Liberty Can Be Measured In the Loss of Life” (Article)


(020) Society Is Crumbling Right In Front Of Our Eyes And Banning Guns Won’t Help (Article)


(021) Gun-Control Laws = 60% More Gun Murders by David Franke (Article)


(022) The History of Gun Control (Full Length Film)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1pKasF6i3y0

(023) Gun control is The Crime (Article)
http://polination.wordpress.com/2012/09/25/gun-control-is-the-crime/
(024)
Gun Control is Genocide - documentary by Mike Adams (Video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9LWioXYaic&feature=youtu.be
(025)
Gun Control in History & Why They Want Our Guns (Video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKRMgF_rts4
(026)
Gun Control and a Firearm Owner’s Responsibility (Article)

http://oda141teamroom.wordpress.com/2012/04/21/gun-control-and-a-firearm-owners-responsibility/
(027)
Gun Control - Watch What Happens When Guns Are Banned (Video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sv1CRLMTebo
(028)
From Carroll Quigley to the UN Millennium Summit (Article)

(029)
For women, not resisting attackers can be a lethal strategy (Article)

http://www.examiner.com/article/for-women-not-resisting-attackers-can-be-a-lethal-strategy
(030)
Handgun crime 'up' despite ban (Article)

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/1440764.stm
(031)
Fact Sheet: The Unintended Consequences of Gun Control (Article)

http://gunowners.org/sk0406.htm
(032)
Firearms and Self-Defense by Duncan Bayne (Article)

http://rebirthofreason.com/Articles/Bayne/Firearms_and_Self-Defense.shtml
(033)
Armed 11 year old Girl Defends Home from 3 armed Burglars (Video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiiQQP4-ljw
(034) Adam Lanza’s dead body to be used to criminalize innocents (Article)

http://www.naturalnews.com/038502_Adam_Lanza_evil_gene_genetic_profiling.html

(035) 911 Caller With Gun in Home Invasion (Video/Audio)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ExC7fE1LaY

(036) Society Is Crumbling Right In Front Of Our Eyes And Banning Guns Won’t Help (Article)


(037) Eviscerate the 2nd Amendment (Article)


(038) Myth: Gun Control Has Reduced The Crime Rates In Other Countries (Stats)

http://gunowners.org/sk0703.htm

(039) 5 Facts about Gun Control & School Violence (Video)


(040) America’s Biggest Killers: The Chart Anti-Gunners Don’t Want You To See (Article)

http://www.infowars.com/americas-biggest-killers-the-chart-anti-gunners-dont-want-you-to-see/

(041) Larry Pratt Slams Piers Morgan Over “Sham” Gun Control Argument (Video)


(042) Hammers Have Killed More People Than Rifles (Video)

http://www.infowars.com/hammers-have-killed-more-people-than-rifles/

(043) Woman Defends Home and Children by Shooting Intruder 5 Times (Video)


(044) Top 15 top killers of Americans (Stats)
http://www.nsa-slovakia.com/assignments/thefinalhumanright

(045) How Gun Rights Started (Article)

http://portamenteff.hubpages.com/hub/American-Gun-Grabbers

(046) Britain: From Bad to Worse (Article)


(047) Ben Shapiro on Gun Control (Video)


(048) Current Worldwide Homicide/Murder Rate (Graph)

http://chartsbin.com/view/1454

(049) Research on Democide (Article)


(050) Another Gun Control Hypocrite (Video)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=O_8fkyJC6mw

(051) Disarming the Data Doctors: How to Debunk the "Public Health" Basis for "Gun Control" (Article)

http://jpfo.org/filegen-a-m/doctors-epidemic.htm

(052) FBI: About Crime in the U.S. (Site)


(053) Joshua Boston shows Alex Jones how to debate Piers Morgan (Video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4TEBy6KPjVw

(054) Founding Fathers Battle Gun Grabbers From the Grave (Video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yx4jxmPwQo
Government figures 'missing' two million violent crimes (Article)

http://web.archive.org/web/20080706191657/http://news.independent.co.uk/uk/crime/article2710596.ece

Gun Control: on the Government's Guns (Article)

http://mises.org/daily/6172/Gun-Control-on-the-Governments-Guns

All about Gun Control (Video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=qzYKisvBN1o

Gun Crazy USA by VICE (Video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNZO30IPGm4

Gun crime doubles in a decade (in The UK) (Article)


Gun Culture: Freedomain Radio (Video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaaJr8mJbRo

Gun Control Research (Research)

http://www.guncite.com/gun-control-research.html

MASSIVE LIST OF ARTICLES ABOUT GUN CONTROL (Site)

http://www.guncite.com/

Guns and freedom By Judge Andrew P. Napolitano (Article)

http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2013/01/10/guns-and-freedom/

List of countries by firearm-related death rate (Stats)


List of countries by intentional homicide rate (Stats)

(066) FBI: Crime in the United States (Table)


(067) Murders (per capita) (most recent) by country (Stats)

http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_mur_percap-crime-murders-per-capita

(068) Global Homicide Study (Research)


(069) Proof: The Founders Wanted Americans Armed (Video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PsuKiUMOwDI

(070) THE EXECUTIVE: Obama’s Real Reason He Wants Your Guns (Full Documentary)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQhdXUuFbDE

(071) The true history of gun control – Timeline (Article)

http://www.naturalnews.com/039264_gun_control_timeline_true_history.html

(072) A Brief and Bloody History of Gun Control by Anthony Gucciardi (Article)

http://lewrockwell.com/orig14/gucciardi1.1.1.html

(073) SUPREME COURT RULING: Police Have No Duty To Protect The General Public (Article)

http://gunssavelives.net/blog/supreme-court-ruling-police-have-no-duty-to-protect-the-general-public/#

(074) Police do not have a duty to protect citizens (Article)

http://www.nytimes.com/2005/06/28/politics/28scotus.html?_r=0

(075) You’re on your own before the police arrive (Video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUcHm9jEvg&feature=player_embedded
So, that is it, I don't really have much more to say on the issue. I advise you to only contact me or debate with me after you have studied this subject in as much depth as I have. Let's be responsible about what we have to do to keep the freedoms that have been so hard to earn around the base of our liberty tree.

Let us also not forget that even Jesus himself understood the importance of this eternal issue. In Luke 22:36 (I'm quoting from the KJV) he is quoted as saying: "But now, he that hath a purse, let him take it, and likewise his scrip: and he that hath no sword, let him sell his garment, and buy one." Of course there were no automatic guns in his time but a good sword could do just as much damage.

One final thought, put in layman's terms, if the good guys don't have any method how to defend themselves then the bad guys are sure to take over sooner or later. And so, sooner or later, in every society, those without guns are forced to come to those with guns in order to ask for help and support.

Anyway ... what part of 'Shall not be infringed' is hard to understand.

Respect,

Graham W. Hendrey
Director
NSA – Slovakia

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL:

Quotes from The Founding Fathers & Others:

Thomas Jefferson:

"Laws that forbid the carrying of arms...disarm only those who are neither inclined or determined to commit crimes; they serve to encourage harm and better for the assaulted and better for the assassins; they serve to encourage than to prevent homicides; be attacked with greater confidence than an armed man." (1764 Letter and speech from T. Jefferson quoting with approval an essay by Cesare Beccari)
George Washington:

"Firearms stand next in importance to the Constitution itself. They are the people's liberty teeth (and) keystone equally indispensable... more than 99% of them [guns] by their silence indicate that they are in safe and sane l of firearms everywhere restrains evil interference [crime]. When firearms go, all goes, we need them every ho of Congress)

Thomas Jefferson:

"No free man shall ever be debarred the use of arms." (T. Jefferson papers, 334, C.J. Boyd, Ed. 1950)

James Madison:

"Americans have the right and advantage of being armed, unlike the people of other countries, whose people ; arms." (Federalist Paper #46)

George Mason:

"To disarm the people is the most effectual way to enslave them." (3 Elliot, Debates at 380)

Noah Webster:

"Before a standing army can rule, the people must be disarmed, as they are in almost every country in Europe Constitution of the US)

George Washington:

"A free people ought to be armed." (Jan 14 1790, Boston Independent Chronicle.)

George Mason:

"I ask you sir, who are the militia? They consist now of the whole people." (Elliott, Debates, 425-426)

Richard Henry Lee:

"A militia, when properly formed, are in fact the people themselves...and include all men capable of bearing ar the Federal Farmer, at 169, 1788)

IMPORTANT NOTE:

Back in the 18th century, a "regular" army meant an army that had standard military equipment. So a "well reg that was "well equipped." It does NOT refer to a professional army. The term "STANDING Army" was used in professional army. THUS WE SEE THAT "A well regulated militia" only means a well equipped militia. It does meaning of "regulated," which means controlled or administered by some superior entity. Federal control over parts of the Constitution, but not from the second amendment (my personal opinion).

Modern Leaders Quotes On Arms & Rights

Adolf Hitler:

"This year will go down in history. For the first time, a civilized nation has full gun registration. Our streets will t
efficient, and the world will follow our lead." (Chancelor's Speech, 1935)

Adolf Hitler:
"The most foolish mistake we could make would be to allow the subject peoples to possess arms. So let's not militias." (Hitler's Secret Conversations, 1941-44, Farrar, Strauss and Young, 1953)

Mao Tse Tung:
"All political power comes from the barrel of a gun. The communist party must command all the guns, that way to command the party." (Problems of War and Strategy, Nov 6 1938, published in "Selected Works of Mao Ze...

Mahatma Gandhi:
"Among the many misdeeds of the British rule in India, history will look upon the act of depriving a whole nation..." (Gandhi, an Autobiography," M.K. Gandhi, 446)

Diane Feinstein:
(US Senator, D-CA) "If I could have banned them all- 'Mr. and Mrs. America turn in your guns' -I would have!" (Statement on TV program 69 Minutes, Feb 5 1995)

Sigmund Freud:
"A fear of weapons is a sign of retarded sexual and emotional maturity." ("General Introduction to Psychoanaly

Bill Clinton:
(US President, has sworn an oath to defend the US Constitution, not to violate it, criticize it, and belittle it) "Wh... country, [and] wrote a fairly radical Constitution, with a radical Bill of Rights, giving radical amounts of freedom assumed that Americans who had that freedom would use it responsibly...When personal freedom is being ab limit it." (April 19 1994, on MTV)

Charles Shumer:
(US Congressman, D-NY, has sworn an oath to defend the US Constitution) "All we ask for is registration, just conference, 1993, exact date being sought)

[Remember ... registration leads to confiscation]

.....
The Larkin Rose Perspective:

The Sin of Self Defense

Transforming independent individuals into slaves requires extensive indoctrination. The way they view life, the world, and themselves must be molded into an outlook that is compatible with tyranny. They must be trained to be scared of the world, and always to be seeking some “authority” to protect and take care of them. Whenever a problem arises, they should look to their rulers for the solution rather than taking it upon themselves to fix it.
One of the main problems that the peasants must be trained not to deal with themselves is violent conflict. It is imperative that they view you (and your enforcers) as the only protection against robbery, assault, and murder. In short, they must be indoctrinated in such a way that they do not even want to be able to defend themselves. The reason is simple: if the peasants feel capable and entitled to “enforce justice” themselves, they might just decide to enforce a little justice against you. And that obviously won’t do.

They must be trained to give up their belief in their right to defend themselves, which is not an easy thing to do. You must attack “peasant justice” in any ways you can think of, such as: 1) “Vigilante justice can never be as just or fair as our system”; 2) “You can’t possibly protect yourselves; let us do it”; 3) “If you have a gun, you’ll only hurt yourself”; 4) “If the peasants were allowed to use force, there would be chaos”; 5) “Private protection agencies would just deteriorate into competing gangs of thugs”; and so on. Often privately-enforced justice is referred to as the people “taking the law into their own hands,” which reinforces the idea that only enforcers of “the law” should ever use force, and of course the lowly peasants can’t be allowed to do that.

The point requires a lot of indoctrination because it is so contrary to the instinct every creature has to defend itself and its pack. A few samples of past attitudes show how far the U.S. empire has come in training its citizens to loathe the idea of having to defend themselves.

“The supposed quietude of a good man allures the ruffian; while on the other hand, arms, like laws, discourage and keep the invader and plunderer in awe, and preserve order in the world as well as property.” [Thomas Paine]

“Laws that forbid the carrying of arms ... disarm only those who are neither inclined nor determined to commit crimes. ... Such laws make things worse for the assaulted and better for the assailants; they serve rather to encourage than to prevent homicides, for an unarmed man may be attacked with greater confidence than an armed man.” [Thomas Jefferson]

Even when it came to defending against foreign invasion, the founders of the United States of America abhorred the idea of a “standing army,” and preferred instead an armed (and trained) citizen “militia.”
“A well regulated militia, composed of the people, trained to arms, is the best and most natural defense of a free country.” [James Madison]

“[T]o preserve liberty, it is essential that the whole body of the people always possess arms, and be taught alike, especially when young, how to use them.” [Richard Henry Lee]

Even worse, a mere couple of centuries ago, even well-educated, respected individuals spoke openly about the possibility of the common folk using violence against their own rulers.

“Before a standing army can rule, the people must be disarmed, as they are in almost every kingdom in Europe. The supreme power in America cannot enforce unjust laws by the sword; because the whole body of the people are armed, and constitute a force superior to any band of regular troops that can be, on any pretence, raised in the United States.” [Noah Webster]

“[I]f circumstances should at any time oblige the government to form an army of any magnitude, that army can never be formidable to the liberties of the people while there is a large body of citizens, little if at all inferior to them in discipline and the use of arms, who stand ready to defend their rights and those of their fellow citizens.” [Alexander Hamilton]

“Guard with jealous attention the public liberty. Suspect everyone who approaches that jewel. Unfortunately, nothing will preserve it but downright force. Whenever you give up that force, you are ruined.” [Patrick Henry]

“The strongest reason for the people to retain the right to bear arms is, as a last resort, to protect themselves against tyranny in government.” [Thomas Jefferson]

Needless to say, that is an idea that you must rip out of the minds of your subjects at all costs. The common folk should not view themselves as justified even in fending off a common crook by force, much less fending off a foreign invader, or fending off you and your thugs. The revolutionary concept of a “militia,” consisting of the people in general, which stands ready to forcibly resist tyranny even from their own “government,” must be removed by any means necessary from the realm of possibilities in the minds of the peasants.
A Final Thought: